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0453

(a) (i) Africa

Paper
01
[1]

(ii) Allow 67–69

[1]

(iii) Low income

[1]

(iv) High income

[1]

(v) Brazil

[1]

(b) Reasons:
Raw materials/primary product exported by developing countries and processed by
developed countries;
Economic dependence of low income countries on higher income countries;
Trade between former colonies and colonists/earlier links maintained;
Value added in manufacturing process/greater benefits to developed countries;
Prices are still controlled by developed countries.
[3]
(c) (i) Two reasons:
World production/supply might rise so prices fall (or vice versa);
Production/quality varies due to different weather/environmental conditions;
World demand might increase so prices will rise (or vice versa);
Demand changes due to fashions/trends/alternatives;
Costs of production vary.
Changes in supply and demand – max 1 if no reference to prices

[2]

(ii) Two reasons:
The producers have little choice who to sell their cocoa to/difficult for other
manufacturers to set up;
The manufacturers may force the small farmers to sell their cocoa at cheap rates;
These large companies can refuse to buy a farmer’s produce if the standard/quality/
quantity is not right.
[2]
(iii) Two examples:
Women have to work on their farms and carry out other traditional duties;
Women have less access to modern methods/machinery/cooperatives;
They may have to look after the sick and elderly;
They may not be able to access credit;
Women farmers usually have little money/land/property;
Women have unequal rights before the law;
They have lower wages than men;
They are often not allowed to attend school/get training;
Women are not allowed to make decisions etc.
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(d) Levels marking:
Level 1 (1 or 2 marks)
Simple statements with basic points made:
Introduce fair trading
Guarantee prices
Provide cheap loans to farmers
Provide cheaper inputs such as fertilisers
Help farmers to set up cooperatives
Build better roads
Provide better health facilities
Level 2 (3 or 4 marks)
A sound attempt with points being developed or exemplified:
Introduce fair trading so that producers have enough income to live on.
Guarantee prices will not fall below a minimum, so that farmers are sure to make a profit.
Provide cheap loans to farmers to buy inputs such as fertilisers to improve their farming.
Help farmers to set up cooperatives to get training in improved farming methods.
Build better roads and provide easier access to local markets.
Provide better local health facilities so that farmers can improve their health and be able to
work efficiently.
Level 3 (5 or 6 marks)
A comprehensive attempt with points being well developed or exemplified:
Governments can subsidise the cost of inputs such as high quality seeds to make them
cheaper for farmers. They can provide cheap loans to farmers to enable them to buy inputs
to improve their farming such as fertilisers/insecticides/irrigation systems to get better
yields/profit/income. With a greater income the farmers’ standard of living will improve as
they can afford to make home improvements and are able to buy better food and medicines.
Governments can help farmers to set up cooperatives. This will help them to share ideas, to
get training in better farming methods from agricultural advisers and to gain from bulk buying
of fertilisers. By sharing large machinery, farming would be more efficient and more
profitable. Provision of storage facilities would reduce waste and enable farmers to sell
products when prices are higher. Governments can build tarred roads for easier access to
local markets so that farmers can get goods to market quickly before they are spoilt.
Governments can provide better health facilities and education in disease prevention so that
farmers can get health care in the village and do not get ill so often. If a farmer catches
malaria at harvest time, his crop may rot as he would be unable to harvest it and so keeping
healthy is very important.
[6]
[Total: 20]
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(a) (i) Two and a half hours/2 hours and 30 minutes.

Paper
01
[1]

(ii) Two reasons:

(iii)

The land/coast was low;
The waves were high/large/6 to 10 metres high;

[2]

It was a tourist area

[1]

(b) (i) To raise awareness of the danger;
So that people have time to get to a place of safety;
To enable people to be prepared;
To reduce casualties etc.

[1]

(ii) Two reasons why it is necessary to have a quick response:
Survivors will die of hunger and exposure;
Water supplies will be disrupted/need to provide clean water;
Prevent deaths/further injuries;
Prevent the spread of disease;
Emergency transport system for food/medical supplies;
Maintain security of scarce resources (e.g. food) etc.

[2]

(iii) Three reasons why a quick response might be difficult:
Roads and bridges may have been damaged;
Airports may be destroyed;
Disruption of telecommunications/electricity supply;
Loss of personnel/local administrators;
Remoteness of area/time taken to get there;
Size of area/population affected;
Reluctance of governments to seek outside help;
Damage to hospitals/emergency services;
Too dangerous/buildings unstable;
Inadequate preparation for a disaster, etc.

[3]

(iv) Reasons why coordination of the relief effort is important:
To increase the efficiency of the relief effort;
So that land, sea and air forces can work together;
So that each group knows their role/there is an effective plan;
So that the government knows what is being done/where to supply help;
So that work is not duplicated and wasted;
To ensure the largest number of people can be rescued/survive, etc.
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(c) Example: Flood – Pakistan
Levels marking:
Level 1 (1 or 2 marks)
Simple statements with basic points made:
People lost their homes and all their possessions
Schools/hospitals were destroyed
The cost of rebuilding was several billion dollars
Providing clean water and sanitation was expensive
Bridges were broken and transport disrupted
Level 2 (3 or 4 marks)
A sound attempt with points being developed or exemplified:
Crops were destroyed and farmers’ standard of living dropped as they had no income.
Schools were destroyed and children were unable to go to school so literacy rates fell.
Money spent on building new hospitals resulted in the country getting further into debt.
Factories were ruined so people lost their jobs and production declined.
Level 3 (5 or 6 marks)
A comprehensive attempt with points being well developed or exemplified:
Clean water supplies and good sanitation were provided to reduce the risk of cholera in the
temporary camps that were set up and food supplies and vitamin supplements were given to
try to prevent malnutrition. This cost the government huge sums of money and damaged
schools, hospitals and bridges had to be rebuilt. The country had to borrow money and fell
further into debt.
Farmers’ crops were destroyed and so there was no income to send children to school. Many
schools were destroyed and so literacy rates fell as many children did not attend school.
Poverty often meant children had to go and find informal work rather than learning skills that
would help economic development in the future.
Economic production decreased as many factories were ruined or the transport system was
damaged. With broken bridges and flooded roads, goods could not be moved to the ports for
export and so the country’s income fell. Without jobs, people could not afford to eat properly
and so became sick which placed a further burden on the already overstretched health
service.
NB max Level 2 if place chosen is incorrect for named type of disaster.

[6]
[Total: 20]
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(a) (i) Angola

Paper
01
[1]

(ii) Reasons;
Increase in access to health care/more doctors/more clinics/lower costs;
Improvements in medical services/new medicines; water supplies/sanitation;
Education into disease prevention;
Fewer children to look after;
Improved food supplies etc.
Credit development of a point (max 1)
(iii) 21 minus 8
13 per 1000 / 1.3%

1 mark
1 mark

[4]
[2]

(iv) Reasons:
Lack of family planning/contraception;
Need for children to work on farms;
To ensure some children survive;
To look after the elderly parents;
Traditional/religious reason to have large families;
Prestige in community;
Early marriage/lack of career opportunities for women etc.
(b) (i) 0–4

[3]
[1]

(ii) The number/proportion of young dependents will decrease/narrower pyramid base;
The number/proportion of the economically active will increase/broader middle section;
The number/proportion of the old dependents will increase/wider at the top;
More people will live to a greater age/higher life expectancy.
The dependency ratio will decrease.
[3]
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(c) Levels marking:
Level 1 (1 or 2 marks)
Simple statements with basic points made:
Increase in population means more pressure on government to provide services.
High death rates from shortages of water/food
Not enough jobs
Overcrowding in schools, houses
Less economically active people mean loss in production
If populations fall there won’t be enough people to do the jobs
Level 2 (3 or 4 marks)
A sound attempt with points being developed or exemplified:
If populations grow rapidly, the government cannot keep pace with the demand for more
schools so literacy rates fall.
If there are not enough jobs, many people will be unemployed with no income to look after
their family and so poverty increases.
Rapid population growth leads to food shortages which results in malnutrition and disease
and death rates increase.
A high dependent population means those in employment have to support large numbers of
people so taxes rise and standards of living may fall.
If growth rates fall, families become healthier with fewer children to look after.
Level 3 (5 or 6 marks)
A comprehensive attempt, referring to both growth and structure with points being well
developed or exemplified:
If population growth is rapid, governments find it difficult to keep pace with the demand for
services. Too many young people with not enough schools means that these children will
lack education and literacy rates will fall. These children will not learn skills to develop the
economy in future and may be trapped in the vicious circle of poverty if they are unable to get
jobs.
If there are more and more mouths to feed, there is more pressure put on the land to supply
food to prevent people from becoming malnourished. This could result in soil degradation
which means even less food can be grown. People who are malnourished catch diseases
more easily and cannot be treated if there are not enough hospitals. Death rates rise and
people are too weak to work properly so the country makes no economic progress.
As countries develop, there are more people over 65 in the population and the economically
active population gets smaller. Retirement rates may rise to ensure a country has enough
workers to provide taxes for the government to spend. Industries may close due to a lack of
workers which will lead to a decline in economic growth.
If birth rates fall, families are more able to feed their children properly and may be able to
send them all to school. The family becomes healthier and better able to contribute to the
country’s economic activities. Less money spent on health care by the government means
more money available for construction roads and ports to encourage exports.
[6]
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(a) (i) Urbanisation

Paper
01
[1]

(ii) 2010

[1]

(iii) Three difficulties:
There are few employment opportunities;
Clean water/electricity etc. are often lacking;
There is limited medical care with hospitals only in the urban areas;
Harder to access education;
There is little entertainment/sport;
Roads are often impassable in wet seasons/other transport difficulties;
Insufficient land/land degradation;
Break up of families due to outward migration etc.
(b) (i) The buildings are very close together/no space between houses;
There is no open space;
The only garden is on a roof;
There are shacks on the roofs of other houses/multi-storey.

[3]

[1]

(ii) Three problems:
Little privacy/need to share facilities;
Diseases can spread rapidly;
Increased levels of crime/alcoholism/drugs;
Problems of waste disposal/lack of sanitation;
High levels of air/noise pollution;
Unstable houses/fire risk;
Inadequate clean water available etc.
(iii) Corrugated iron/metal/rusty;
Breeze blocks/mortar/cement/concrete;
Wood/hardboard;
Cloths;
Poor quality/cheap;
Flimsy/unstable etc.

[3]

[2]

(c) Reasons:
They cannot afford to live in proper houses/they build homes with materials they can find;
They do not have jobs/jobs are low paid/jobs are in informal sector;
Relatives who have already moved to town may live there;
It is easy to set up activities in the informal sector;
They may be subjected to discrimination in ‘better’ parts of the town;
There is no need to purchase land as many of the shanty areas are illegal settlements, etc.
[3]
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(d) Levels marking:
Level 1 (1 or 2 marks)
Simple statements with basic points made:
Governments and authorities should put in water pipes.
Residents can be supplied with better quality building materials.
Self-help groups should be encouraged to set up improvement schemes.
Residents should be given security of tenure.
Level 2 (3 or 4 marks)
A sound attempt with points being developed or exemplified:
Governments and authorities should put in stand pipes for clean water and sewage systems
to improve the health of the slum dwellers.
Self-help groups should be supplied with cheap building materials by the government and the
residents provide the labour.
Residents should be given security of tenure so that they will be prepared to make
improvements to their dwelling as they own the land and cannot be evicted.
Authorities could collect rubbish regularly and residents could organise clean-up and
recycling campaigns.
Level 3 (5 or 6 marks)
A comprehensive attempt, with reference to both authorities and residents, with points
being well developed or exemplified:
Governments and local authorities should put in services, such as stand pipes for clean
water and sewage systems. The provision of bins and regular rubbish collections by the
authorities and facilities for recycling would encourage residents to make improvements
themselves.
Governments should plan to lay out a road pattern which would also supply services such as
lighting. This would make the area safer and reduce crime. Bus services could then run on
the new roads to schools and places of employment and people could travel to sell goods in
the markets of the town. With an income, standards of living would improve.
Self-help groups should be encouraged to set up improvement schemes, with the
government providing cheap building materials and residents organising communal work in
laying of pipes, digging ditches and building homes. With community involvement, a project
is more likely to be appreciated and looked after. A community spirit may develop which can
be used to make further improvements.
These settlements are usually illegal and so residents should be given security of tenure so
that they will be prepared to make improvements themselves without the fear that they will
lose their home. Small improvements could be funded with low interest loans paid back over
a long period.
[6]
[Total: 20]
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